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\textbf{Abstract:} The present study primarily investigates pedagogical methods for innovative processing techniques of polymer materials. Initially, the article examines the advantages and limitations of traditional teaching methods, as well as the utilization of virtual technology in education. Subsequently, the article outlines the educational objectives and current status of polymer materials processing techniques. Thereafter, innovative teaching methods are proposed, including the incorporation of various classroom instructional approaches, the integration of lecture and discussion, and the utilization of multimedia technology, among others. Finally, the research findings are summarized, emphasizing the significance of deepening the innovation of teaching methods. Through this study, novel perspectives and approaches can be provided for the teaching of polymer materials processing techniques, thereby enhancing student learning outcomes and fostering their engagement.

1. Introduction

Polymeric materials play a pivotal role in various domains of today's society, such as plastic products, rubber products, textiles, and more. As the widespread application of polymeric materials continues, education and training in processing techniques for these materials become increasingly crucial. However, traditional teaching methods possess certain limitations in meeting students' learning needs. Teachers rely on conventional classroom lectures, while students lack interactive and hands-on opportunities, hindering their comprehensive understanding and mastery of polymeric material processing. In light of the development of new learning environments and technologies, virtual technology emerges as a powerful tool that brings limitless possibilities to education. Through virtual laboratories, simulation, and interactive learning, students can intuitively grasp the processes and principles of polymeric material processing, enhancing their learning outcomes and engagement. Accordingly, the purpose of this study is to explore innovative teaching methods for polymeric material processing. By analyzing traditional teaching methods, we can identify their merits and shortcomings as the foundation for innovative teaching approaches. Drawing upon an examination of the current status of teaching polymeric material processing, this study will propose various innovative teaching methods, including altering classroom lecture styles, integrating lectures with discussions, and maximizing the utilization of media technologies. Through these
innovative methods, we aim to ignite students' enthusiasm for learning and enhance their understanding and competence in polymeric material processing. The structure of this paper is as follows: firstly, we will analyze the merits and limitations of traditional teaching methods; secondly, we will delve into the potential applications of virtual technology in education; subsequently, we will outline the teaching objectives and current state of polymeric material processing; then, we will put forward innovative teaching methods; finally, we will summarize the research findings and provide prospects for future research directions. By implementing this study, we aspire to offer novel perspectives and methodologies for teaching polymeric material processing, thereby fostering improved learning outcomes and interest among students in this field [1].

2. Strengths and limitations of traditional teaching methods

The traditional teaching methods have both advantages and limitations in the instruction of polymer materials processing. The conventional classroom lectures provide systematic and structured knowledge transfer, helping students establish theoretical frameworks and fundamental concepts. The experience and expertise of teachers can be directly transmitted to students, enabling them to gain comprehensive theoretical foundations. Furthermore, traditional teaching methods often possess standardization, ensuring that students engage in learning according to specific steps and requirements. However, there are also certain limitations with traditional teaching methods. Firstly, the lack of interactivity and practical opportunities in conventional lectures restricts students' understanding of the practical applications and operations regarding polymer materials processing. Secondly, students' interest in learning may be limited, particularly when it comes to abstract and complex material processing techniques, as students often struggle to maintain consistent focus and active participation. Additionally, due to individual differences among students, traditional teaching methods may not meet the learning needs of all students, being either too simplistic or overly complicated for some. Hence, in order to overcome the limitations of traditional teaching methods, innovative instructional approaches need to incorporate more interactive, practical, and personalized elements to enhance students' learning outcomes and interests. The application of virtual technology provides new opportunities for this innovation, offering avenues such as virtual laboratories and simulation, to enhance students' understanding of practical applications and operations in polymer materials processing. Moreover, innovative teaching methods should prioritize the cultivation of students' problem-solving abilities and creative thinking, enabling them to tackle future challenges in complex and ever-changing processing techniques.

3. The Potential of Virtual Technology in Teaching and Learning

Virtual technology has immense potential in the teaching of polymer material processing. Through virtual laboratories and simulation, students can conduct actual experiments and operations in a virtual environment, gaining experience similar to real experiments. This enables students to study without the need for real equipment and materials, reducing costs and safety risks. Virtual technology can also provide more intuitive and visual teaching content, enabling students to gain a deeper understanding of the principles and processes of polymer material processing. Students can design and operate materials through simulation software, observe processing effects under different parameters and conditions, and deepen their understanding and cognition of complex processes [2]. Additionally, virtual technology provides opportunities for interactive learning, allowing students to explore the learning content independently according to their own interests and needs, and cultivate problem-solving and innovative thinking skills. Furthermore, virtual technology can overcome the limitations of time and space, providing support for remote learning and online education. Students can learn anytime, anywhere through Internet platforms, overcoming geographical and time constraints. Teachers can also provide real-time interaction and discussion with students through online interactive platforms, providing personalized guidance and feedback.
The application potential of virtual technology continues to expand and develop, and with the advancement and innovation of technology, we can expect more advanced virtual technology to be applied to the teaching of polymer material processing, providing students with a richer, deeper, and more practical learning experience.

4. Overview of teaching polymer materials processing technology

4.1. Teaching Objectives of Polymer Materials Processing Technology

The educational objective of polymer material processing technology is to enable students to master the fundamental principles, process flow, and technical methods of polymer material processing through teaching and training, and to cultivate their practical operation skills and problem-solving capabilities. Firstly, the educational objective of polymer material processing technology includes understanding the properties and characteristics of polymer materials. Students need to understand the structure, physical properties, and chemical properties of polymer materials, and grasp the principles and methods of selecting polymer materials. This provides a foundation for students to make rational choices and design processing technologies in subsequent processes. Secondly, the educational objective also includes learning the process flow and operating methods of polymer material processing. Students need to learn the steps, operating specifications, and precautions of different processing technologies. They should understand the advantages and disadvantages of various processing methods, and be able to choose appropriate methods according to different requirements and conditions. In addition, students need to learn and master the use of processing equipment for polymer material processing, such as extruders, injection molding machines, and calendaring machines. They need to understand the principles, operating procedures, and maintenance methods of these equipment to ensure safe and efficient processing processes. The educational objective also includes cultivating students' practical operation skills and problem-solving abilities. Students should have the skills to practically operate polymer material processing technologies, such as adjusting equipment parameters, controlling processing processes, and handling common operational issues. They should also be able to analyze and solve various problems encountered in actual processing processes, such as process parameter adjustment, defect analysis, and quality control. Additionally, the educational objective also includes cultivating students' teamwork skills and innovative thinking abilities. Polymer material processing technologies often require collaboration among multiple stages and different fields of expertise, and students need to learn to cooperate, communicate effectively, and coordinate with others. At the same time, they should also have the ability for innovative thinking, being able to independently think and explore new processing methods, process improvements, and material applications, in order to drive the development and innovation of polymer material processing technologies. In summary, the educational objective of polymer material processing technology aims to cultivate students who have a comprehensive grasp of theoretical knowledge and technical skills in polymer material processing, to meet the increasingly complex and changing processing demands. Additionally, by cultivating students' practical abilities, problem-solving abilities, and innovative capabilities, they are prepared to become competitive professionals in the field of polymer materials.

4.2. The current situation of teaching polymer materials processing technology

Currently, there have been some advancements in the teaching of polymer processing techniques, but there are still challenges and deficiencies to be addressed. Firstly, conventional teaching methods primarily focus on the dissemination of theoretical knowledge, while practical training in operational skills is relatively inadequate. Students may acquire some fundamental principles and operational standards in the classroom, but they lack opportunities and guidance for hands-on
experience, making it challenging to truly master the skills of processing techniques. Secondly, as polymer processing techniques involve numerous complex equipment and operational procedures, substantial laboratory equipment and material support are required. However, traditional laboratory teaching resources are limited and cannot meet the needs of all students. Additionally, laboratory operations also entail safety risks, necessitating strict operational rules and instructions. Furthermore, the field of polymer processing techniques is rapidly evolving with the emergence of new materials and techniques, rendering it difficult for traditional teaching content to be promptly updated and perfected. In summary, the teaching of polymer processing techniques still faces limitations in terms of practical training and teaching resources, necessitating continuous improvement and enhancement through the introduction of new teaching methods and technologies.

5. Innovation of classroom teaching methods

5.1. Innovative approaches to classroom teaching

In the classroom instruction of polymer processing technology, innovative teaching methods can effectively stimulate students' interest in learning and enhance their learning outcomes. Traditional teaching methods often involve teachers imparting knowledge in a one-way manner, lacking interaction and participation, which can lead to passive learning attitudes and insufficient motivation among students. Therefore, in order to better cultivate students' practical abilities, problem-solving skills, and innovative thinking, it is necessary to explore innovative teaching methods. One innovative approach is case-based teaching. By introducing real-life cases and integrating theoretical knowledge with practical applications, students can gain an understanding of and analyze real processing processes and problems. Through explaining and discussing cases, teachers can help students grasp the principles and applications of processing technology and guide them in thinking and solving practical problems. Through case analysis and discussion, students can deepen their understanding and memory of processing technology and develop their ability to solve real problems. Another innovative approach is interactive teaching. Traditional teaching methods focus on the teacher, with students in a passive role lacking opportunities for interaction and cooperation. Interactive teaching, on the other hand, encourages students to actively participate in the classroom through questioning, discussions, group activities, and sharing their own perspectives and experiences. Teachers can guide students in thinking and discussing, stimulating their thinking and motivation. This interactive teaching approach enhances students' interest in learning and their ability to collaborate, making the classroom more engaging and interesting. The use of multimedia is another innovative approach. Traditional teaching methods mainly rely on oral explanations and written materials, which cannot visually demonstrate the processes and principles of processing technology. Multimedia technology can present the actual operations and effects of processing technology through graphics, animations, videos, and other forms. This intuitive presentation enhances students' understanding and memory, while increasing the interest and attractiveness of the classroom. Furthermore, practical hands-on activities are also an innovative teaching approach. By incorporating practical activities into the classroom, students can personally operate equipment, adjust parameters, and deepen their understanding and mastery of processing technology through hands-on experience. Teachers can provide actual materials and equipment for demonstrations or utilize virtual experiment platforms for simulated experiments, allowing students the opportunity to experience the processing process firsthand. Such practical activities increase students' practical experience and skills, enabling them to better apply theoretical knowledge to practical operations. In summary, innovative teaching methods can enhance students' learning enthusiasm and teaching effectiveness. Through case-based teaching, interactive teaching, multimedia assistance, and practical hands-on activities, students' interest in learning can be stimulated, their practical abilities and innovative thinking can be cultivated, and the teaching needs of polymer processing technology can be better met [4].
5.2. Organic combination of classroom lectures and discussions

The integration of classroom instruction and discussion is an innovative teaching approach that enhances student engagement, critical thinking, and knowledge mastery. By seamlessly integrating instruction and discussion, teachers can introduce questions, case studies, and discussions during the course of instruction to stimulate student thinking and interaction. Firstly, teachers can pose a series of questions during instruction to provoke student thoughts and discussions. These questions can revolve around principles, operational procedures, material selection, and other relevant aspects, empowering students to actively ponder and explore potential answers. Encouraging students to engage in group discussions facilitates the exchange and sharing of perspectives, further deepening their understanding and mastery of the subject matter. Such discussions not only cultivate students’ critical thinking and analytical abilities but also foster their collaborative and team-building skills. Secondly, teachers can guide student participation through the use of case studies. Within the instructional context, teachers can introduce real-life cases for students to analyze and discuss the issues and corresponding strategies. Students can leverage their acquired knowledge of processing techniques and propose their own solutions while engaging in exchanges with their peers. Such case discussions enable students to effectively combine theoretical knowledge with practical problems, nurturing their problem-solving abilities and practical skills. Throughout instruction and discussion, teachers should assume the roles of facilitators and catalysts by providing necessary knowledge frameworks and guiding questions while encouraging students to think and interact. Teachers can spark student interest and thinking through the use of appropriate questions, stimulating their motivation and self-directed learning abilities. Additionally, teachers can provide timely feedback and guidance to help students correct mistakes and deepen their understanding. This organic integration allows students to actively participate and think critically in the classroom, enabling them to better grasp and apply the knowledge and skills they have acquired. In conclusion, the integration of classroom instruction and discussion is an innovative teaching approach. By incorporating inquiry-based learning, case analysis, and discussion exchanges, students’ thinking abilities, collaborative skills, and practical capabilities can be enhanced. This integrated teaching approach not only deepens students’ understanding and mastery of polymer processing techniques, but also cultivates their problem-solving abilities and innovative thinking, thereby better fulfilling teaching objectives and meeting student needs.

5.3. Improvement of teaching methods by fully utilizing media technology

Utilizing multimedia technology to improve teaching methods is an innovative teaching approach that can enhance students’ learning outcomes and motivation. The use of multimedia technology in the form of graphics, animations, and videos can make teaching materials more vivid and engaging, sparking students' interests and increasing their participation levels. Firstly, multimedia technology can be used to showcase the actual operations and processes of manufacturing. By playing experiment videos or simulation animations, students can observe and comprehend the steps and principles of manufacturing processes in a more intuitive manner. This presentation method can address the shortcomings of traditional teaching methods and enable students to have a clearer understanding of specific manufacturing operations and actual results. Meanwhile, the use of multimedia technology also adds fun and appeal to classroom settings, thus increasing students' learning initiative. Secondly, multimedia technology can also be employed to illustrate graphics and data information. By presenting graphics, charts, and statistical data in multimedia formats, students can gain a better comprehension and analysis of relevant parameters and indexes of manufacturing processes. By observing and analyzing graphics and data, students can acquire in-depth knowledge of the performance and optimization strategies of manufacturing processes. Teachers can utilize multimedia presentations to interpret and explain the graphics and data, guide students to ponder relevant issues and application scenarios, and improve their
theoretical study and practical application abilities. In addition, multimedia technology can also serve as a tool for classroom interactions and resource sharing. Teachers can communicate and carry out interactive demonstrations with students through interactive projectors and electronic whiteboards. Students can use online resources and teaching platforms to access relevant study materials and reference books for further learning and exploration. The application of multimedia technology promotes communication and interaction between teachers and students, enriches the form and content of classroom teaching, and enhances students' initiative and independent learning abilities. Overall, utilizing multimedia technology to improve teaching methods is an innovative teaching approach. By incorporating multimedia technology, manufacturing teaching contents can become more intuitive and engaging, arousing students’ interest and initiative. This innovative teaching approach can enhance students' learning outcomes and motivation, better satisfying the needs of teaching high polymer material manufacturing processes. Meanwhile, teachers should utilize multimedia technology reasonably, combine it with specific teaching objectives and student characteristics, and apply it to classroom teaching to maximize its educational effects [5].

6. Conclusion

The innovative research on teaching methods in the processing of polymer materials is of significant importance. In the context of the new era, the polymer materials industry is facing new opportunities and challenges. The cultivation of high-quality talents in the field of polymer materials processing has become a common concern in the education and industry sectors. Therefore, exploring innovative teaching approaches and methods, enhancing the quality and effectiveness of teaching in polymer materials processing, holds great significance. This article introduces three innovative classroom teaching methods in the processing of polymer materials: innovative lecture styles, integrating lecture and discussion, and making full use of multimedia technology to improve teaching approaches. The application of these teaching methods makes the teaching of polymer materials processing more vibrant, intuitive, active, and targeted, effectively enhancing students' interest and engagement in learning, and helping them develop practical operational skills and problem-solving abilities. The utilization of these teaching methods not only enhances students' learning outcomes and motivation but also provides guarantees for the cultivation of more professionals in the field of polymer materials processing. In summary, in the future teaching of polymer materials processing, research and implementation of innovative teaching approaches and methods will be indispensable. Only through continuous exploration and innovation, constant improvement in teaching quality and effectiveness can be achieved, enabling the cultivation of high-quality processing talents, meeting the needs of industrial development, and promoting progress in the industry.
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